
 

 
 
 
 
 

RETURN TO PLAY GUIDELINES 

 
With State law and guidelines being adjusted to allow for sports to resume in certain capacities, we want 

to ensure that we make every effort to provide a controlled environment for participation and request 

that all customers adhere and acknowledge our return to play guidelines and policies. These have been 

put into effect after careful collaboration with local officials, state medical individuals and with the 

safety and wellness of our customers and staff of paramount importance.  

Limited numbers 

- We will be opening and permitting patrons at 25% capacity to our building. This is to ensure our 

main goal of a controlled environment is intact. 

Entering the Building 

- Those entering the building will be required to be temperature checked and answer the 

required health screening questions.  

- Every Participant will be required to complete the COVID waiver form.  

- Upon entering the building, they will be required to immediately sanitize using the cleaning 

stations  

Only Players and Staff in the facility 

- At this time, only players and immediate staff (4 max) are permitted to enter the building. There 

are ZERO spectators. To our dismay, this includes children. We cannot at this time have children 

(unless participating) in the building. We are working to provide parents and supporters with a 

direct link to access participation through the app. 

During Participation 

- We ask that you bring only the essentials needed to participate.  

- Any scheduled games will be staggered to ensure safe exit and entering of the building.  

- Any one that is not on the court or field participating MUST wear a mask. Coaches MUST wear a 

mask at all times. 

- Any players not currently playing must adhere to the safe distance rule. There must never be 

groups of players congregating together on the sideline. 

- No hand shakes or high fives, fist bumps permitted 

- ALL equipment must be sanitized using the portable stations BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER play. 

 



 

 

 

Inside the Building 

We are committed to ensuring the safety of our customers and limiting where we can the risk of germs 

and exposure. Here’s what we are doing daily. 

Frequent, deep cleaning and daily cleaning of the facility 

- The facility undergoes a stringent cleaning process multiple times of the day. 

- Clean team. During opening hours with patrons in the building, our cleaning team is 

constantly going around and disinfecting all areas, equipment and surfaces in the 

building. 

- End of the day cleaning. Our cleaning company is doing a heavy clean using FDA certified 

products. This includes; 

- Fogging - Using our fogging machine to cover all surfaces, carpets, etc  

- Mask and glove wearing staff to clean all surface areas 

- End of day deep sanitation for all restrooms, concessions, and targeted areas 

Disinfection of all sports equipment daily 

- This process is done during and after every activity, as well as a heavy sanitization at the end of 

the day 

Interior doors kept open  

- During the day, interior  and where possible, exterior doors are kept open to aid with air flow. 

Limited handling of cash 

- During this time, there is no acceptance of cash. Under NO circumstances can our staff accept 

cash. We do permit apple pay, and various forms of credit card payment. We recommend 

ensuring payment is provided before arrival.  

 

 

 


